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DECREE BEFORE THE GREAT VEIL 
January, February, March, April 2014 

Tevet, Sh'vat, Adar I, Adar II, Nisan 5774 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My True and Righteous Judge:  are there not those who claim 
authority of Me and oft in My Name and are knowing liars? those who profess much of Me and I 
know them not? even as the hypocrites who sound horns before themselves that all may see them 
in their public presentations? are these not also those who express much and deliver nothing?"" 
 
 "Sire, many.  And all of them reject me as they have all others of your True Authority." 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, have you not spoken it before Me? in This Very Presence, that 
all are as responsible for their deeds of ignorance as they are their deeds of expertise?  Yea!  And 
in all the Earth you alone are obedient thereof?  Lo!  A great Truth that is the destruction of 
many. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, I have sent unto all Creation My Truth of this matter:  I have 
sent a few, all of whom were denigrated and many murdered because of My Testimony; I have 
called none!  Therefore, whosoever shall claim My Calling:  is a knowing liar seeking power and 
authority I never endowed and I never granted.  Though there be stations and offices in 
continuum even unto generations, they are not of Me nor My Authority and are of vainglorious 
liars, harlots, murderers, corrupt and deceitful:  and longevity thereof is not evidence of Me:  but 
of their abominations. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Lo!  I have sent a few, and they have gathered disciples, for of 
My Few is access unto Me accorded:  but I have called none.  Neither have I put anything upon 
any heart of their abominations, nor have I set anything of their desecrations within any soul:  
Nay!; none of their knowing damnations are of Me nor of anything True and Righteous before 
Me.  Are not those who seek Me of themselves and accepting no other, though Lucifer and many 
liars direct them to Pathways of Eternal Destruction, written in My Great Scroll of all the 
Heavens and all the Earths?  Though My True and Righteous Servants be known, I do not accept 
any that present themselves before Me in their name; nor do I accept any in their name; nor do I 
act in any manner in their name save to avenge Myself upon whomsoever shall in any manner 
defame, blaspheme or present that My True and Righteous Servants, all of whom are of My 
Witness and Testimony:  are not of Me!  Yea!  The names and titles of My True and Righteous 
are sacred, sacred are names, more than common are titles:  and I will not have them denigrated 
without extreme retribution. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Lo!  That you should know and never question, I sent that you 
should see it in the skies of Four States (West Virginia) the Anunnaki Command ship that was 
the Pillar of Smoke by day and Pillar of Fire by night that led Israel in the Sinai; and directed the 
Priest Magi of Mesopotamia to Nazareth when Immanuel was born (Star of Bethlehem; Matthew 
2:11).  And when you saw it and summoned others to come and see, they did not.  Was it not 
also confirmed as you described it?  And were not those who mocked shown as the fools they 
were at the confirmation? 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Lo!  And when it was revealed to you the nature and being 
thereof, that standing upright the trail of exhaust the length of the craft would have covered it 
from bottom to top and seen as a Pillar of Smoke, as a cloud, by day and when lighted as a Pillar 
of Fire (light) by night unto the whole encampment:  were you not ridiculed and assailed again 
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for having knowledge and simple understanding that eluded the fools of that day and all since?  
Yea!  And I know them all, and their intrigues, and their defamations, and their blasphemes:  
even those of the many churches. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Lo!  Are not all Anunnaki, save those of My Lord Horus, yet 
infuriated at you because you do My Will and My Bidding and not their damnations?  Yea!  And 
the worst is yet to come.  For I have set My Processes and I will not long continue with the 
Anunnaki nor Anusazi as peoples, for they are vile and become more vile instant by instant. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, I change not:  therefore, I am not the god of those who 
knowingly violate My Holy Law, profane My Holy Sabbaths, and make My Good Instruction to 
none effect!  Though they sit in favored shelters, drape themselves in all manner of finery or 
professed tatters, cast waters and oils hither and yon, disperse smoke into the winds, and receive 
others likened unto themselves in grand display:  they are not of Me nor of My Authority and all 
such are evidences irrefutable they are not of Me nor of My Authority! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, by these abominations out of their own mouths shall all the 
wise and prudent know the liars, harlots, murderers, corrupt and deceitful:  all that utter that had 
they been present in the days of Immanuel (whom the deluded call "Jesus"), they would not have 
rejected him!  Have you not often witnessed such knowing blasphemes?  Lo!  They are present 
in your day and holding the same High Office of My Own Appointment, and they reject and 
revile you and your Holy Appointment before Me without exception and without exclusion.  Out 
of their own mouths are they an irrevocable Testimony against themselves!  Lo!  All of your 
disciples can do the same works as you; but none of the Blasphemers of Immanuel can do any of 
the works attributed to him!  As with all My True and Righteous Anointeds in their Generations, 
I have clearly specified who they are, given each a proof of My Authority.  I change not:  and I 
have given you My Very Own Testimony that all who will prove you before Me shall prove 
themselves unto infinite knowledge.  And have not even some of those scattered themselves unto 
demonic winds?  Yea!  Even as those of Immanuel's years before Me in the Earth. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, have you seen all these things? great pretence, opulence and 
great expense while the hungry and abandoned seek and find not?"" 
 
 "Sire, I have." 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, are there those who pretend to prophesize in My Name? 
knowing that of which they publish is already established in the secret lodges and hidden from 
all others that they appear to speak in My Name and with My Authority?"" 
 
 "Sire, there are." 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, are there those who seek to denigrate and defame you 
requiring that you prophesy immediately and without error upon their demand?"" 
 
 "Sire, there are." 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, by this shall you know they are of the Demons of the Damned:   
for none of Mine inquire such of Me, but I, and I alone, determine the end from the beginning 
and all the happence thereof:  and I, and I alone, give unto My Holy Ones advance and warning!  
And all True and Righteous know and are not deceived of their own innate:  for I send not 
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anything to vainglorious liars, harlots, murderers, thieves, corrupt and deceitful save their own 
abominations upon their own head!  And therefore do they despise you and all of Mine. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, hear My Words and Know My Presence; for I am the Lord 
Most High and I have Named My Own Name upon you:  all those against you, even those who 
honor not your Holy Station, duly earned and fully sanctified before Me, know:  that I am not of 
them nor any of their ways nor any of their evils.  Though they make great pretence they know 
they are vainglorious liars, harlots, murderers, thieves, corrupt and deceitful of their own 
determination.  Nay!  They cannot inflict even Lucifer nor his minions with any blame, liability 
or responsibility whatsoever:  for this which they do is of themselves, and themselves alone, and 
none are of such ignorance that they know it not. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Master of Spirit!  In their demonisms they seek to defame Me 
because I have sent you and I have not called them.  Nay!; will I ever call such; for I call not, but 
send often.  And those I send I clearly specify who they are that all who condemn them do so 
knowingly and of their own evil. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Master of Peace!  There is much strife, injustice and open 
demonisms in Israel, even Joseph, Ephraim and Manasseh.  Of all such have you Testified before 
Me in Truth and in Righteousness:  and none shall gainsay you without due penalty, for I have 
not called you to Me but sent you from Me. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Master of War!  Because you have served Me in My 
Preferences and My Holy Law and not in the precepts of any man, church or religion, 
government or any other authority, in Truth and Righteousness even in My Presence before My 
Great Veil:  I am want to reward you.  What will you have of Me? in the Heavens and all the 
Realms? in the Earth unto the farthest reaches? What will you have of Me?"" 
 
 "Sire, Nothing.  Though Your Holy Commission upon me is near an end in this planetary 
endeavor and violence shall continue until Shiloh, I want nothing more for myself than I already 
possess.  For those who hear my instruction and obey in Truth and Righteousness, I request your 
consideration of them, for they are in great danger and are ill-prepared to even survive the 
immediate troubles and the horrors to come.  For myself, nothing." 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, it is accepted.  It is granted that whosoever will hear your 
instruction and obey it, even as My Holy Law, I shall stand an Angel of Vengeance in their 
presence with all Powers and Authorities over Lucifer and all his evils and all his minions.  
Whether spirits in all the Heavens or of all the Realms or the vile and corrupt upon the planet or 
in the Depths beneath all the Earths, My Angel of Vengeance shall be ordered to inflict Eternal 
Damnation upon any and all who shall in any manner reject, interfere, violate or even discomfort 
any who hear your instruction and obey in Truth and Righteousness.  For in My Sight whosoever 
shall hear you not, or shall even ponder against you within their being, has Blasphemed My Holy 
Spirit of Truth:  have I, Myself, not confirmed all these things and Sealed My Own in their 
foreheads with My Holy Mark?; has not their own innate confirmed it?  Lo!  I will not ignore it!  
Nay, neither now nor forever shall I ignore it. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, it is granted.  It is granted. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, instruct My Beloved Akurians.  Instruct them they have 
neither Power nor Authority nor influence of any kind with respect to My Angels of Vengeance 
in their presence:  for such would reduce them in their accomplishment of duty; and I will not 
have their fury nor their abilities restrained.  Neither call nor summon them, they will make 
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themselves known in due time.  Yea!  That which they will do, they will do; that which they will 
not do, they will not do:  for they are of Me and they shall account to none other.  And I, Myself, 
will multiply both the agonies and the horrors they shall determine to inflict; and I, Myself, will 
multiply both the peace and the pleasures they shall determine is deserving.  Yea!  Upon the 
generations born and yet unborn shall I visit the determinations of My Angels of Vengeance for 
it is of My Angels of Vengeance alone that I visit the sins of the fathers unto their generations 
after them. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, it is granted upon My Beloved Akurians.  It is granted to none 
else.  No, nor shall it ever be until Shiloh.  Yea, know that Great Harlot Semiramis, all her Harlot 
Daughters, all the vile Sons of Ishmael, even the defiled seed of Abraham (Saxons, Isaac's fallen 
sons) shall scream their displeasure and rage unto the uttermost darkness of their own sewers:  
for they are not of Me nor have their hearts and souls ever been.  Yea, the high, mighty and self-
aggrandized shall gag on the draught of their own vintage and self-empowered wholesale 
slaughters of the ignorant:  for they are not of Me nor have they ever been, their bloodline 
notwithstanding:  they are the Synagogue of Satan.  But My Beloved Akurians who are True and 
Righteous as you have instructed shall laugh in the faces of that Great Babylonian Harlot 
Semiramis (Mary), all her Harlot Daughters, all the vile Sons of Ishmael and the defiled seed of 
Abraham:  and My Angels of Vengeance in their presence shall ensure Eternal Damnation and 
Perpetual Affliction upon all the generations of that Great Babylonian Harlot Semiramis at Rome 
and Constantinople, all her Harlot Daughters, all the vile and insane Sons of Ishmael and the 
defiled seed of Abraham until they stagger in their own drunkenness in their own cess and in 
their own dung. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, that you spare them not:  a greater damnation shall I bring 
upon all the true House of Levi and the true House of Judah for they have served Me not; and 
already there are Angels of Vengeance reporting knowing and deliberate abominations of those 
of the true House of Levi and those of the true House of Judah against you and against My 
Beloved Akurians!  Such I expect from Khazars and Ashkenazis (KAKs) who claim they are 
Jews and are not and defile all Levi and all Judah who do not condemn the knowing lie; but of 
My Own People I require absolute Obedience, pure Truth and undefiled Righteousness. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, even as those upon whom is My Own Holy Mark shall My 
Angels of Vengeance be before me:  slaying and destroying before the time as they shall 
determine even unto Shiloh. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, BEWARE!  For there shall come many, seeking to deceive, 
and knowing their deceptions are to their own destruction.  And this is one sign of them:  that the 
greatest of all incestuous harlots of the generations of man, even that Great Babylonian Harlot 
Semiramis at Rome and Constantinople, is Egyptian Goddess Isis; and her bastard of bastards 
son Nimrod, fathered of her by her father's brother, even Cush, is Egyptian God Osiris!  And 
they are not!  Know when you see this abomination that Osiris and Isis are of the Anunnaki and 
their lastborn, even Horus, is Third of My Great Horsemen. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, BEWARE!  For this is the sign before the signs and the sign 
of the signs of that Great Babylonian Harlot Semiramis, even that Harlot of Harlots at Rome and 
Constantinople, shall declare as doctrine all they have murdered without ceasing to deny for 
generations:  that Earth and the Anusazi are not alone of life in Creation; as a part of their 
preparing the ignominious establishment of a false great return. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, BEWARE!  For I know that you know, and have known 
longer than My Jubilee (Fifty Years), that there is no great return, only the reappearance of that 
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which never departed.  Lo!  Have you not shown all who would observe their nests upon the 
Earth and upon the Moon?  Have you not shown all who would observe their secret places:  and 
exposed the damnables who dare not betray them (Masonic, Knights of Columbus, Temple Israel 
lodges)?  Yea!  And still the fools and deceived will gather as vultures to a carcass, to feast on 
blood and bones, rotting flesh and dung of bloated intestines. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Angels of Vengeance even now testify of you before Me 
and are making provision to slay and destroy as they shall determine even unto Shiloh.  Lo!  I 
have granted each a time but I have not guaranteed any a season before the time:  save Lucifer 
and his few high minions.  I would that all should hear My Voice and know My Testimony 
within their own soul, but they will not; and it is their own testimony against themselves, for it is 
My Hand that is still open unto them and their hand that is closed and clinched as a fist unto Me. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, will you have ought of me?"" 
 
 "Sire, for myself, nothing.  For those brought into your Presence, that you do not forsake 
them in their ignorances, inexperience and miscalculated failures; that you do not forsake them 
in the years of troubles and generations of horrors; that you chastise them as necessary when they 
even look to either side of their direction for any cause or reason than to know the terrain and 
avoid the pits. 
 "For myself, nothing.  You sent me into this world with nothing but your Holy 
Commission and I am content to leave this world with nothing but your Holy Commission, and I 
will not take anything else with me.  Nor do I care to take anything with me.  I leave behind a 
Troop as trained and prepared as their efforts and dedication toward my expertise, time and 
logistics have permitted, to carry on until Shiloh all the givens of your Holy Appointment, 
Powers, Knowledges and Authorities.  A few are able, most are not for they insist to themselves 
they are sufficient, and some superior, in all I have taught them. 
 The greater part of some will grow and attempt to continue generation upon generation 
until Shiloh as Commissioned to do.  Many will attempt the Truth and Righteousness and run 
from it as small birds from a shaken bush, because True Spirit is something they all profess but 
prefer at the greatest distance possible.  Especially those of the nonexistent Jesus or the infinitely 
vile duty of Mohammed who bellow much and deliver nothing of True Spirit.  No miracles, no 
powers, nothing but the cess of their worthless existence, and that upon their own head. 
 "There will be those who think the Powers and Authorities are in the flame of candles, or 
smoke of incense, or odor of oils and perfume, not knowing energy is energy expressed in all 
manner of frequencies.  Others will build fires upon altars of stone, and burn whatever they have, 
thinking to effect atonement, not knowing the Day of Atonement is to remove penalties for sins 
done in ignorance and pardons nothing done in knowing intent.  I ask that you pardon them for 
such great errors:  first because such things are done in abject ignorance; second because the 
forces and energies of such disposals are both wasted and misdirected; and third because they 
ignore the Truth and Righteousness you have placed within their own innate. 
 "There will be those who think the Powers and Authorities are in selected words and 
refined rituals.  Many will gather and sing.  Many will deliver the Sacred Tithe into the coffers of 
the deluded and the damned.  Many will speak as with rehearsed sincerity and reputed authority 
of which they have neither.  Many will pray and whine and cry and bellow, to an absolute 
nothing result.  Such should not come as any surprise to any True and Righteous Akurian, 
especially those sealed in their foreheads with Your Own Holy Mark:  nor to any who know and 
keep Your Holy Law." 
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 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, because you have served Me in My Preferences and My Holy 
Law and not in the precepts of any man, church or religion, government or any other authority, I 
shall further grant to any and all True and Righteous who are obedient to My Holy Law a greater 
Judgment upon the vile and the damned! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, because you have served Me in My Preferences and My Holy 
Law and not in the precepts of any man, church or religion, government or any other authority, 
while there are yet facilities and recourse, any of My Proven that shall testify before Me of any 
who dare offend, mock, denigrate, refuse, neglect, falsely charge or abuse in any manner:  when 
the iniquity of that offender is full I shall slay that offender and cast them into hell that My 
Proven Ones be not as the deceived and ignorant in the whole earth and My Holy Name and My 
Holy Law never be ignored, mocked, defamated nor blasphemed!  Yea!  Of My Proven Ones 
even unto Shiloh shall I do it! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, because you have served Me in My Preferences and My Holy 
Law and not in the precepts of any man, church or religion, government or any other authority, 
for as it is of My Commission upon you that you can kill the body and then cast both body and 
soul into Hell:  whosoever of My Proven shall perform even thought before Me against any other 
in Truth and Righteousness, I shall slay that offender and cast it forever into Hell that none dare 
offend any of My Proven.  Yea!  Even as Blasphemy Against the Holy Spirit of Truth is 
unforgivable:  so shall the sins of any Testified Against by My Proven Ones be:  unforgivable 
and unforgiven.  For of such restitution cannot be accomplished and repentance is forever 
denied.  Until Shiloh and unto Final Judgment shall I do this in sure and certain evidence that I 
am of remembrance of your perfect service unto Me and My Holy Law. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, therefore I will honor a thought, even any recognition; but 
only of My Proven Ones and none else.  Yea!  It is at your instruction such great differences are 
available and accomplished; and you have taught them in Truth and in Righteousness that in 
exacting obedience they fail not:  and I will not spare the offender! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, there is more in you; speak now into My Ear!"" 
 
 "Sire!  Though blood and thunder rampage the whole world, Your Holy Law will remain:  
unchanged, perfect, and the only hope of generations.  Defiant in the presence of all false 
religions, specifically but not limited to Catholicism, Christianity, psychopathic Islam, do 
nothing Buddhists and ever-worthless Hindus.  As a True and Righteous Son of Abraham, Isaac 
and Israel, it has been my privilege and my duty to serve, to learn, to teach, to guide, to refine, to 
command:  to Judge and to be a Living Testimony of this Generation of Fire.  And in full 
accordance with your demands, I have delivered a remnant:  the first in the wilds and the second 
in the Nations.  It is those in the Nations that are my most concern, because they are not yet 
perfect before You, and because they all do not rehearse all the exacting sciences of Your Holy 
Ways; and perfect Truth and Righteousness will not deliver otherwise. 
 "Though many under me have failed, the failure is theirs; and those who survive will 
return thinking I will lightly overlook their intrigues, innuendoes, defamations and self-righteous 
idiocies and set them back at the honored places.  I WILL NOT!  They are knowing living 
disgraces to all lifekind and I do not need them for any other purpose than training Akurians in 
the exacting science of True Spirituality.  Destroying those who deserve destruction is not a 
violation of Your Holy Law, and there are many, high and low, rich and poor, knowing and 
ignorant, educated and programmed, young and old, male and female, brave and coward, who 
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are deserving only of immediate death and Eternal Damnation.  I WILL PERSONALLY SEE 
TO IT THEY GET EXACTLY THAT:  immediate death and Eternal Damnation. 
 "Many, former associates and nonassociates alike, will spare nothing within their claim 
of power or expertise to defame me and all other Akurians and attempt to defeat Your Great 
Purpose for the True and Righteous among the Anusazi.  Should I, or any True and Righteous 
Akurian fail to mention them by name or title, or fully account their damnations, accept our 
repentance and increase Your Destruction upon the offenders, former associates and 
nonassociates alike because you know them, each and every one. 
 "You may begin with:  Republican National Committee, despite the fact I served as the 
Republican Ward 14 Chair and Legislative District Coordinator, Bernalillo County, New Mexico 
for many years on both the local County and State Central Committees; Democrat National 
Committee, Albuquerque Journal, FoxNews, CNN, HLN, MSNBC, ABC, CBS, NBC, Glenn 
Beck, Al Jazeera America, Washington Times, Wall Street Daily, St.  Petersburg Times, USA 
Today, Los Angeles Times, New York Daily News, Washington Post, Chicago Sun-Times, 
Fresno Bee, Denver Post, Dallas Morning News, (Nashville) Tennessean, Newsday, Houston 
Chronicle, Boston Globe, Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Seattle Times, Richmond Times-
Dispatch, New York Post, Detroit Free Press, Tampa Tribune, (Baltimore) Sun, Pittsburgh 
Tribune-Review, Indianapolis Star, Oklahoman, Cincinnati Inquirer, Atlantic City Press, Gannett 
Company publications across the board and American Society of News Editors:  for being an 
uncompromising PRO-Constitutionalist and equally devout ANTI-Communist.  Their most-
vicious problem is that I am Your Voice of Authority in this Earth and combined they are not 
even a whispering whimper of all your adversaries. 
 "On behalf of Your Beloved Akurians, You may begin with self-appointed internet 
blocking-blacklisting operations, ninety two of which are:  Disqus, Google, Google+ (Plus), 
FABELSOURCES, AHBL, ASPEWS, BACKSCATTERER, BARRACUDA, BBFHL1, 
BBFHL2, BLOCKLIST.DE, BSB, BURNT TECH, CASA CBL, CASA CBLPLUS, CASA 
CDL, CBL, Chile DNSBL, CHOON, CYMRU BOGONS, DAN TOR, DAN TOREXIT, DNS 
SERVICIOS, DRMX, DULRU, EFnet RBL, HIL, HIL2, ICMFORBIDDEN, IMP SPAM, IMP 
WORM, INPS_DE, INTERSERVER, ivmSIP, ivmSIP24, JIPPG, KEMPTBL, 
KUNDENSERVER, LASHBACK, LNSGBLOCK, LNSGBULK, LNSGMULTI, LNSGOR, 
LNSGSRC, MADAVI, Mailhosts.org IPBL, Mailhosts.org SHORTLIST, MAILSPIKE BL, 
MAILSPIKE Z, MSRBL Combined, MSRBL Images, MSRBL Phishing, MSRBL Spam, 
MSRBL Viruses, NETHERRELAYS, NETHERUNSURE, NIXSPAM, NOMOREFUNN, 
NoSolicitado, ORVEDB, OSPAM, PSBL, RATS Dyna, RATS NoPtr, RATS Spam, RBL JP, 
RSBL, SCHULTE, SEM BACKSCATTER, SEM BLACK, SERVICESNET, SORBS BLOCK, 
SORBS DUHL, SORBS HTTP, SORBS MISC, SORBS SMTP, SORBS SOCKS, SORBS 
SPAM, SORBS WEB, SORBS ZOMBIE, SPAMCANNIBAL, SPAMCOP, Spamhaus ZEN, 
SPEWS1, SPEWS2, SWINOG, TRIUMF, TRUNCATE, UCEPROTECTL1, UCEPROTECTL2, 
UCEPROTECTL3, VIRBLand WPBL. 
 "On behalf of Your Beloved Akurians, of these:  Disqus, Google, Google+ (Plus), 
Spamcop and Spamhaus are the absolute worst with more One World Government communists 
between them than actually occupy Moscow and Beijing combined.  BARRACUDA is pure 
extortion, as it's aligned with EMAILREG.ORG, that if one pays the fees to join 
EMAILREG.ORG, they are automatically 'de-listed' from BARRACUDA!  My report to both 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation and Internal Revenue Service are conspicuous by their 
absence and non-action. 
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 "On behalf of Your Beloved Akurians, You may begin destruction of internet 
'publications,' all of which are nothing more than data-mining operations regardless of their 
reputed left-or-right political stance:  FaceBook, Breitbart News Roundup, Daily Caller, Heritage 
Foundation's Morning Bell, Newsmax, World News Daily, Electronic Frontier Foundation, Tea 
Party Patriots, Secrets of Fed, Tea Party Command Center, Grassfire, Organizing for Action, 
Constitutional Sheriffs, Freedom Outpost, Story Leak, RealNewsPost, Investigative Project on 
Terrorism, Tea Party News Network, Before Its News, One Political Plaza, Canada Free Press, 
American Prepper Nation/Unified Militia:  News With Views being the most near-honest:  none 
of whom dare print or expose the actual TRUTH about anything, politics, economics, science, 
religion, ad infinitum; and none of whom print or even acknowledge so much as one comma 
from me.  I will NOT play their silly games, jump through their idiotic hoops, nor kiss their 
socialist ass! 
 "Sire, for someone, who in their respective opinions is so misinformed and unimportant, I 
certainly have an impressive list of open and hostile enemies!" 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, your list shall be greater:  for I shall begin many afflictions 
immediately and I shall not cease upon them, from the owners and the highest unto the trash 
haulers at the bins.  Whosoever will not die in their sins among them, let that person depart from 
their obsessions and make known all the abominations thereof unto all others of their knowledge.  
For when they abandoned Truth, they abandoned Me, and abandoned My Holy Law!  Of such 
abandonment will I consider repentance evidenced into your hand:  and not in your name for I 
have named My Own Name upon you:  and of thus alone will I pardon and will I exempt the 
many afflictions.  Whosoever shall remain and whosoever shall deny the atrocities shall die the 
death and their death shall be accounted upon their own head; and I shall destroy all their 
generations after them.  For good seed cannot come from a contaminated source! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, even kings and queens of earth revile that your judgment of 
them is greater than their judgment of generations:  speak their names, titles and stations unto the 
Gates of Hell in the Depths of Perdition and they shall not escape.  Though they be lords, you are 
My Supreme Lord of all Supreme Lords and all lords are your subordinates. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, have you presented unto any of those who revile you and My 
Truth concerning the Great Curse of Noah Upon Canaan, My Own Great Curse upon Cush, My 
Mercy for all Mixed Race People and My Process of Restoration of Purification?"" 
 
 "Sire, I have not except the publication of "The ANOINTED, The ELECT, and The 
DAMNED!", two volumes of the "Akurian Metaphysician's Handbook" and my written and 
spoken Teachings and Testimonies:  all of which are despised.  Even the mention of your Great 
Curses and Holy Powers and Righteous Authorities of your Anointeds to Curse and to Bless are 
refused, blocked, suppressed and abandoned by all the above because TRUTH is not in them 
anywhere.  My attempts incite all the hate and fury they can muster, but any grain of TRUTH 
about any subject does the same thing:  they cannot abide any TRUTH whatsoever and 
especially when it calls them into account. 
 "As for me, I have attempted to make Your Truth and Your Conditions of Your Holy 
Law available to all regardless of gender, race, lineage, economic or social standing.  To this, 
You, Yourself, bear me True Witness!  Just as You bear True Witness against all those who have 
never failed to suppress publication of all I have spoken and all I have written of the great 
matters of Eternal Curses and the contents and conditions of them. 
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 "And I have not spared Levi, Judah, nor all Israel!  As given by You to me to do, I have 
set The Holy and Righteous Decree upon the Whole of the House of Levi and the Whole of the 
House of Judah:  because they have blasphemed You, The Holy Spirit of Truth and all Your 
Holy Law!  And I have set The Irrevocable Curse of El Aku upon the Whole of the House of 
Levi and set The Irrevocable Curse of El Aku upon the Whole of the House of Judah:  because 
they have blasphemed You, The Holy Spirit of Truth, all Your Holy Law and have not 
admonished either the Khazars nor Ashkenazis but suck to them as a starving pig to a trough. 
 "Sire, I have not spared them, nor will I ever. 
 "Though I know Your Wrath, these abominables are about to learn Your Wrath, but not 
one of them will accept even a comma from me.  Those ignorant who die in their damnations 
will also be accounted upon all the heads of those I have set before You.  So be it." 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Righteous Abel shall not except them nor will he spare them 
in First Judgment even as I will not spare them in Final Judgment.  Bring upon them and all their 
houses whatsoever you will, even to avenge My Proven before the atrocities. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, were the damnables to obey My Holy Law or hear your 
instruction, I would not permit the Times of Great Tribulation nor the horrors of the Holocaust; 
but they will neither obey nor hear:  therefore I shall accomplish both upon them and I shall 
spare them not.  Lo!  Have they not for generations polluted the whole of Earth that even the 
great seas are as a drought? 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, there is more in you; speak now into My Ear!"" 
 
 "Sire, for Your Beloved Akurians, though I have instructed them since the beginning of 
my Holy Appointment that I am not to be praised or glorified in any form or manner, there are 
those who will perform such blasphemy in time to come.  I have made it known that I will not 
answer nor accept any such abomination, either while I yet live nor after Shiloh is long past.  
You must deal harshly with all such and do not spare them, whether Akurian, Seeker of Truth, 
demonically deluded or knowing degenerate that all self-appointeds are.  My discernment reveals 
that in time the same lies and abominations attached to Lord Immanuel and His mother (Praise 
Jesus, Hail Mary) will be attached to me by the vile, corrupt, demon possessed, abject stupid and 
inherently ignorant.  But not by any True and Righteous Akurian! 
 "Sire, it is well known in all the religions of these days that the Harlots of Babylon recite 
blasphemes by the hour and deluded psychopaths of Islam are forever repeating their own 
useless damnations.  And to what avail?  In the modern era alone, seventeen hundred years of 
Babylonian Blasphemy combined with fourteen hundred years of Mohammed Blasphemy, 
untold duplications in time and ritual of other religions have produced nothing but massive death 
and now are about to accomplish near-total global extermination.  The clear and obvious facts 
are:  that all their many rituals, decrees, doctrines, wars, wholesale murders and much bellowing 
have delivered nothing of Truth or Righteousness except their documented failures. 
 "I am who I am and I have served honorably.  I am one of great authority while I live and 
of no authority in this earth at my passing.  I have given title, ownership and responsibility to all 
these earthly Realms, including the Sun and all surroundings, all the planets excluding none, 
moons, asteroids, mass and matter down to the very dust to Command Marshal General D.  
Chylon Budagher for a personal possession until her own passing when all shall then be of and 
upon the whole of the Grand Council of Gnostics if there be any deserving.  She will endow it on 
to those True and Righteous Akurians who obey Your Holy Law, learn and apply Your True 
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Spirit Powers and Authorities until Shiloh.  What I have taught shall continue until Shiloh 
because Your Holy Law has made such provision before this creation was established.  Nothing I 
have done or may yet do is license to violate Your First Commandment, and violating any 
Commandment or any part of Holy Law with my name, my office or any of my titles attached 
will suffer my wrath in addition to Yours. 
 "I will be obeyed, my judgments shall stand, and my Holy Office will not be denied or 
denigrated until Shiloh without full penalty.  Until Shiloh I will be obeyed!  Until Shiloh all my 
judgments shall stand in infinite detail!  Until Shiloh my Holy Office will not be denied, 
denigrated nor filled by any singular entity except the whole of the Grand Council of Gnostics 
for howsoever long they remain pure in all their generations, True in all their teachings and 
Righteous in all their judgments. 
 "I have made every effort to instruct and demonstrate that all True and Righteous 
Spiritualism is an exacting science with built-in tolerances to permit examination and experience 
to ever-refining levels of perfection.  Neither my name, offices or titles have any effect of any 
kind with any exacting science.  I have spared no effort to make that fact known above all others 
except You, that Your Holy Law and True and Righteous Spiritualism do exist and they are 
equal exacting sciences!  The Luciferians will do their absolute best to pollute and denigrate this 
Holy Truth as they have with the many Great Truths from Ish (Adam) to Abraham to Immanuel 
and all the True and Righteous Anointeds and Prophets between and since, and by such will 
clearly identify themselves and the purposes of their damnations. 
 "Sire, I neither need nor want any recognition except from You that I have done my duty 
as assigned and to the best of my abilities.  I await my next assignment." 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy Avenger in all the Earth:  Judge that you see as you 
see it for your discernment thereof is true and your perception thereof is accurate:  therefore, 
your judgment is perfect even Before Me, and I find neither fault nor error therein. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Commander in all the Earth:  set before those of My 
Grand Council, this I require of them, each and every one unto Shiloh:  each year as the sun 
passes into Aries and not later than the day of your birth (March 24) as a remembrance of your 
perfect service before Me, they shall present before Me a new Akurian; that My Grand Council 
be complete and competent to be My True and Righteous Judges of all the Earth!  Lo!  Were 
they all trained and competent as you have instructed, and at full muster of five seconds of each 
member (fifteen Grand Council of Gnostics and five assistants each for a total of ninety) 
combined they could not perform as you.  Lo!  Those who bring not shall be removed from My 
Grand Council and not returned:  and so shall it be upon all My Proven.  And the day of your 
birth shall until Shiloh be the Day of Acceptance for all My Proven Ones and all those with 
them."" 
 
 "Sire.  Recruitment is the most difficult of all Akurian tasks, but difficulty is not a 
deterrent.  Truth of power and how to use it is a greater lure than all other:  and because You 
have set great penalties and great destruction for abuse and self-aggrandizement, we will return 
but few to Truth and Righteousness, and even fewer to Your Holy Law.  It will be done as You 
have commanded." 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy Avenger in all the Earth:  now are the Days spoken 
of by My Prophet John, saying:  (Revelation 9:13) "And the sixth angel sounded, and I heard a 
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voice from the four horns of the golden altar which is before God, (9:14) Saying to the sixth 
angel which had the trumpet, Loose the four angels (entities:  Turkey, Syria, Iraq and Iran; 
Anatolia, Akkad and Sumer in ancient times; Shumer being the original culture of the Ukraine 
from the same era) which are bound in the great river Euphrates.  (9:15) And the four angels 
(entities) were loosed, which were prepared for an hour, and a day, and a month, and a year, for 
to slay the third part of men." Lo!  Has not Wormwood already burned the souls of many?  Are 
not the Fires of Fukushima, the handiwork of the Khazars and Ashkenazis:  those who say they 
are of Judah of Israel and are not; even now irrevocable in their damnations? 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy Avenger in all the Earth:  know the new nation of 
Israel are not My People neither seed of My Servant Abraham nor any of his generation; and 
they have done this evil knowingly and of great deceit.  Lo!  They are a vile corruption.  Lo!  
Even Accursed Canaan himself and Accursed Cush himself would have repented had they seen 
the end of their seed:  but the Khazars and Ashkenazis are not condemned by Levi nor Judah nor 
Benjamin and shall suffer the same damnation with them.  Lo!  And know that the evil of the 
Fires of Fukushima was not of any other cause than Japan rightly forbidding Khazars and 
Ashkenazis and Levites and Judahites and Benjamites from establishing themselves in the nation 
lest those damnables destroy Japan as they have every land of their infestation.  Lo!  Know the 
Khazars and Ashkenazis and unrepentant Levites and Sceptre enfilthing Judahites and puppet 
Benjamites are a valueless as Canaan and as vile as Cush and as putrid as Sodom and as sour as 
Gomorrah! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy Avenger in all the Earth:  Set now the Infinite and 
the Irrevocable of all the Energies, Forces and Powers of all the Heavens and all the Realms 
thereof above; set now the Infinite and the Irrevocable of all the Energies, Forces and Powers of 
all the Depths beneath; set them now in This Presence to be manifest upon the whole of all the 
Earths:  spare not for I am ended of mercy and I am ended of patience upon this vile, corrupt and 
ignorant generation!  Well is it named the Generation of Fire for by the Fires of My Fury shall I 
destroy it. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy Avenger in all the Earth:  Speak now to all the 
Energies, Forces and Powers of all the Heavens and all the Realms thereof above and proclaim 
My Authority in all you shall send forth to be accomplished and manifest upon the Earth 
beginning with the whole world!  Spare not, for I am sore offended.  By your very voice shall I 
accomplish all you pronounce.  Condemn them without exception in This Presence that your 
Judgment of Truth against them cannot be questioned:  for I permit not any lie in My Presence!  
And who saith otherwise than Lucifer, his minions and those deceived of him? 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy Avenger in all the Earth:  Speak now to all the 
Energies, Forces and Powers of all the Depths beneath and proclaim My Authority in all you 
shall send forth to be accomplished and manifest upon the Earth beginning with the whole 
world!  Spare not, for the whole of the world is as a nest of harlots, each a viper, soliciting the 
semen of diseased demons that they may infect all who come and devour with them.  Yea!  
Worse they are in My Sight than the drought and the sewer, for even the waste thereof is neither 
hypocrite nor of deliberate evil.  Condemn them without exception in This Presence that your 
Judgment of Truth against them cannot be questioned:  for I permit not any lie in My Presence!  
And who saith otherwise than Lucifer, his minions and those deceived of him? 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy Avenger in all the Earth:  Speak now to all the 
Energies, Forces and Powers of all the Horrors of Man (governments, churches and institutions 
of learning) from the highest and all their hidden (secret organizations) to the lowest, all their 
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concocted lies, all their treacherous deceptions, all their degeneracies by the force of law.  
Condemn them without exception in This Presence that your Judgment of Truth against them 
cannot be questioned:  for I permit not any lie in My Presence!  And who saith otherwise than 
Lucifer, his minions and those deceived of him? 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy Avenger in all the Earth:  Speak now to all the 
Energies, Forces and Powers of all the Heavens and all the Realms thereof above and to all the 
Energies, Forces and Powers of all the Depths beneath of all the knowing and deliberate 
deceptions of the Anunnaki, the Nefilim and all the intruders from the distant realms that are all 
as putrid as Sodom and as sour as Gomorrah:  who now impose their deceptions and damnations 
upon the Anusazi and the True Seed of Isaac of Abraham.  Spare them not!  Condemn them 
without exception in This Presence that your Judgment of Truth against them cannot be 
questioned:  for I permit not any lie in My Presence!  And who saith otherwise than Lucifer, his 
minions and those deceived of him? 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy Avenger in all the Earth:  Speak now in This 
Presence that your Judgment of Truth cannot be questioned:  for I permit not any lie in My 
Presence:  Send forth the Fires of My Fury for into your authority alone shall My Judgment be; 
and whatsoever you shall condemn shall be condemned even unto Final Judgment and I will not 
mollify your Judgment nor retract any penalty therefrom.  Lo!  I will not depart from this I have 
Commissioned upon you; neither shall Mine Eye spare any who refute, and their destruction and 
the destruction of all their generations after them shall be upon their own head:  for had they 
heeded you they would have found Me and repented in sackcloth and ashes! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy Avenger in all the Earth:  Speak now in This 
Presence that your Judgment of Truth cannot be questioned:  for these are the Axis of All Evil 
upon the Earth and the Cess Cisterns of all humanity:  Jerusalem, once the landing site, even the 
park, of Anunnaki Priest Melchizedek who is yet before Me; Jerusalem, a sewer of sewers in My 
Sight from where My Wrath shall begin; Jerusalem, Jerusalem, who starves My Anointeds and 
murders My Prophets:  Woe to you, Jerusalem. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy Avenger in all the Earth:  Speak now in This 
Presence that your Judgment of Truth cannot be questioned:  for I permit not any lie in My 
Presence:  Send forth the Fires of My Fury against all the churches and all the gathering places 
thereof, even My Holy Mount at Jerusalem for it is a plague against Holy Truth, a pestilence 
against My Holy Law and an abomination against all Righteousness!  Lo!  I hear not anything 
from Jerusalem nor anything toward Jerusalem for it is an abomination and a desecration in My 
Sight.  Lo!  I will not depart from this I have Commissioned upon you; neither shall Mine Eye 
spare any who refute, and their destruction and the destruction of all their generations after them 
shall be upon their own head:  for had they heeded you they would have found Me and repented 
in sackcloth and ashes!  Lo!  I hear and consider all toward you as I gave unto you! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy Avenger in all the Earth:  Speak now in This 
Presence that your Judgment of Truth cannot be questioned:  for these are the Axis of All Evil 
upon the Earth and the Cess Cisterns of all humanity:  Babylon at Rome, Babylon at 
Constantinople, great murdering Harlot of Harlots and the murdering Mother of all Harlots:  
pleasured more by murder than harlotry.  Are not the blackest of them loosed upon the many 
lands and many waters breeding as incestuous vermin and murdering for the sake of a gnat? 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy Avenger in all the Earth:  Speak now in This 
Presence that your Judgment of Truth cannot be questioned:  for I permit not any lie in My 
Presence:  Send forth the Fires of My Fury against all the churches and all the gathering places 
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thereof, even Rome and Constantinople for they are a plague against Holy Truth, a pestilence 
against My Holy Law and an abomination against all Righteousness!  Lo!  I hear not anything 
from Rome and Constantinople nor anything toward Rome and Constantinople for they are an 
abomination and a desecration in My Sight.  Lo!  I will not depart from this I have 
Commissioned upon you; neither shall Mine Eye spare any who refute, and their destruction and 
the destruction of all their generations after them shall be upon their own head:  for had they 
heeded you they would have found Me and repented in sackcloth and ashes!  Lo!  I hear and 
consider all toward you as I gave unto you! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy Avenger in all the Earth:  Speak now in This 
Presence that your Judgment of Truth cannot be questioned:  for these are the Axis of All Evil 
upon the Earth and the Cess Cisterns of all humanity:  Mecca, Medina, Jerusalem, Damascus, 
Konya (Turkey), Ajmer (India), Karbala (Iraq), Turkestan (Kazakhstan), Uqba (Tunisia), Touba 
(Senegal), Alexandria, and all the dunghills from which the demons call the psychopaths to 
subjugation that deceit be their mantra and murder of the True and Righteous their agenda.  Of 
these I give you a Truth and a Mystery:  at the beginning and since Utnapishtim (Noah) the 
Kaaba at Masjid al-Haram marked a dung and viscera area of herds of the Anunnaki that their 
harvested flocks and herds not again poison the wells and springs; a place of vultures.  My 
Servant Abraham noted it that all men avoid and not venture near, and fools made it sacred, and 
thus it yet remains a place of death even unto the soul.  For whosoever visits there cannot be 
fully Righteous before Me. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy Avenger in all the Earth:  Speak now in This 
Presence that your Judgment of Truth cannot be questioned:  for I permit not any lie in My 
Presence:  Send forth the Fires of My Fury against all the churches and all the gathering places 
thereof, even Mecca for it is a plague against Holy Truth, a pestilence against My Holy Law and 
an abomination against all Righteousness!  Lo!  I hear not anything from Mecca nor anything 
toward Mecca for it is an abomination in My Sight and a desecration in My Ear.  Lo!  I will not 
depart from this I have Commissioned upon you; neither shall Mine Eye spare any who refute, 
and their destruction and the destruction of all their generations after them shall be upon their 
own head:  for had they heeded you they would have found Me and repented in sackcloth and 
ashes!  Lo!  I hear and consider all toward you as I gave unto you!  And when you are scattered 
shall the whole Earth mourn for I shall hear them not. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy Avenger in all the Earth:  Speak now in This 
Presence that your Judgment of Truth cannot be questioned:  have I not shown My Contempt for 
all those of Varanasi (India) that none from there enter before Me?"" 
 
 Before me appeared two mighty servants (angels) holding and rolling out a long scroll 
with all the names of the Anointeds, titles, governments, departments, courts and judges, electeds 
and self-appointeds, usurpers and deceivers of all the churches, religions except the Deli Lamas 
of the Buddhists who do not teach God but do not lie about anything they really know, kings, 
queens, princes, princesses, chancellors, Levites, false prophets, priests, preachers, deacons, 
bishops, politicians, bureaucrats, traitors and other liars of religions, governments and media 
since the birth of Shem, Son of Utnapishtim (Noah) before the Great Deluge. 
 When I read the names, offices and titles, true or usurped, only those of the Anointeds 
and a few of the Sons and Daughters of Aaron caused the Great Veil of The Most High to 
brighten in favor.  The names, offices and titles of all the others caused the Great Veil of The 
Most High to dim except those of Semiramis', Nimrod's, Ishmael's sons and daughters since 
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Mohammed, and all their followers down through the ages to blink black as if there weren't any 
light anywhere in all Creation.  Those of all the churches and religions were accompanied with 
the stench like sulfur burning in a cess pool. 
 The blackest of them all being when I spoke the name, office or title of anyone of Canaan 
who lives, lived or died, with that Great Curse still upon them.  When I read the names of the 
United States' Presidents, Cabinets, Supreme Court and Judicials, Members of Congress in both 
(United States) House and (United States) Senate the general color was a dirty grey except the 
current illegal (United States) President Barack Hussein Obama aka Barry Soetoro, Senator 
Edward Moore Kennedy (D-MA) and Senator Robert Carlyle Byrd (D-WV) that caused the 
Great Veil to blink as black as Canaan. 
 When I read the names of every State Governor since 1900 the Great Veil blinked a dirty 
grey except former New Mexico Governor Gary Earl Johnson that didn't change anything, the 
Light of the Great Veil staying absolutely stable.  As I read the names, offices and titles of the 
several State and Territorial legislatures the Great Veil blinked the same dirty grey.  Court 
Judges produced the most activity, as if the Great Veil wanted to vomit rather than endure the 
continuous presence of judicial mockery and rampant injustice.  Additionally, United States 
Supreme Court and Federal Justices since 1900 produced a sound like a guttural snake hiss; as 
did all the High Judges in the United Kingdom, Israel, Russia, Germany, Italy, Egypt, Japan and 
China, with the rest of the world's judges producing a grey and black pattern that never seemed 
to be the same sequence. 
 Because the United States and United Kingdom are the Ancient Houses of Ephraim and 
Manasseh respectively, the governments of both from top to bottom were read in their entirety.  
No, there was an "Artos" of a rather large clan military but no "Arthur" as King anywhere in the 
long history of the United Kingdom.  Yes, Thomas Jefferson produced children by Negro slaves, 
Sarah Hemmings, of whom he and his brother Randolph produced six children, being only one! 
 Of all those of historical note in both the United States and United Kingdom, Kings, 
Queens, Presidents, Parliament and Congress none achieved either a brightening or a stable.  Of 
all those of historical note in all the churches and religions, including all the Popes, Cardinals, 
Arch-Bishops, Bishops, Priests, Caliphs, Imams, Grand Imams, Noble Imperial Sheiks, Muftis, 
Grand Muftis, Ayatollahs, Grand Ayatollahs, Muezzins, Mujtahids, Preachers and so-called 
Spiritual Leaders, like those paralleled as of historical note in all other governments, produced 
only dark shades of grey bright enough only to distinguish from the absolute black.  Often, and 
more often than not, the shading would show an inverted pentagram indicating dedication to 
Lucifer regardless of perception or reputed publicity.  The colors were accompanied by the sure 
and certain fact The Most High held all those in abject contempt and infinite anger. 
 I was not surprised at the dark grey at the reading of any name in the United States 
Congress, House or Senate, or the Supreme Court.  At first I thought the shadowing of what 
appeared to be an English letter "T" was to indicate 'traitor' and was instantly given to know the 
emblem was actually a "cross" of equal height and width:  being the Emblem of Death, meaning 
one who had knowingly cause the death of innocents.  Many in State and local governments 
blinked the same image in both the United States and United Kingdom.  Politicians, Bureaucrats, 
Police Agency and Police personnel, Prosecutors and Judges were the most prevalent of corrupt 
colors, shadowed crosses and deadly greys.  That part did not surprise me. 
 For the record, I choose to exempt only Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth Alexandra Mary 
Windsor but not because she is truly innocent, for she is not.  And I did not exempt either the 
Bilderbergers, Council on Foreign Relations, [British] Royal Institute of International Affairs, 
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Brookings Institution, Australian Institute of International Affairs, Polish Institute of 
International Affairs, Institute of International and European Affairs, Finnish Institute of 
International Affairs, French Institute of International Relations, Institute of International 
Relations, Institute of International Studies, Illuminati of all the Lodges:  Masonic, Knights of 
Columbus and Temple Israel; nor any of the One World Government coverts, all of whom were 
named and listed in the Great Scroll.  All the remainder of those in current leadership in 
Administration, UK Parliament, US Congress and the Courts from the highest to the lowest 
unpaid volunteer in the Great Scroll were adjudicated by shades of darkest grey to black as near 
as Canaan.  None passed the Righteous Muster!  That the current (2013-2014 AD – 5773-5774 
Hebrew) incumbents are corrupt, morally bereft and politically degenerate almost without 
exception is a TRUTH that anyone else can present before The Most High and have it accounted 
to them as Righteousness. 
 The fact is that none of the world's other governments and office holders are any 
improvement!  None!  It's an absolute blanket indictment for which we, the citizens in reputedly 
'free' countries are totally responsible and liable.  As for all the phony churches and religions:  
we, the citizens, are totally responsible for those too; were we NOT to support them they would 
die as quickly as anti-capitalists (Marxists) without money.  These visions of today (2013-2014 
AD – 5773-5774 Hebrew) are prima facie evidences of our failures:  and those failures are True 
Testimony against ourselves and accounted upon our own heads.  All are knowingly vile, 
corrupt, evil, morally bereft and dedicated servants of Lucifer and all his minions.  No exceptions 
whatsoever.  We know it, seeing it every day, and we permit it by doing nothing against it. 
 I was minded of Alexander Solzhenitsyn, "The Gulag Archipelago" … "At what exact 
point then, should one resist the communists?" … "How we burned in the prison camps later 
thinking:  What would things have been like if every Security operative, when he went out at 
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and had to say good-
bye to his family ...?" … "Or, if during periods of mass arrests people had not simply sat there in 
their lairs, paling with terror at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing 
to lose and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an ambush of half a dozen people with axes, 
hammers, pokers, or whatever else was at hand.  The police.  would have quickly suffered a 
shortage of officers and notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst, the cursed machine would have 
ground to a halt." He only left out the educators who programmed this total acceptance.  The 
media was already totally controlled. 
 When I had finished reading the Great Scroll, the Messengers tucked the scroll into their 
carryall, saluted me, and vanished in a very sharp clap of thunder without any change in lighting.  
Out on the Landing before the Great Veil there isn't any place to hide; I do not know where they 
came from or where they went.  Their appearance and their departure being instantaneous.  As I 
returned their salute with my Fire Lance, The Most High continued: 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Living Voice to all Anusazi and the whole of My Solar 
System:  Well you have spoken.  Are there any you regret or disapprove?"" 
 
 "Sire.  None.  As I read I discerned, and though I am not perfect I did not find any I 
thought to be in error." 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Living Supreme Judge in all the Earths:  Your 
discernment is correct; there are none in error.  Are there any you would want to reexamine?"" 
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 "Sire.  None.  Even though I am acquainted with some personally, they are what they are, 
and I will Judge them accordingly.  The filth of all the offices of government since 1900 AD-
5660 Hebrew is equaled only by the filth of all the offices of churches and religions since their 
beginning.  I did not discern any appreciable differences in either since the birth of Shem." 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Living Supreme Lord of all Supreme Lords:  Again your 
discernment is correct:  only the few of My Anointeds in their Generations are not spiritual and 
physical filth.  Yea!  A few of the Generations and fewer of those seeing from afar the Majesty 
and Power of My Obedients stand among the Pure, the True and the Righteous."" 
 
 "Sire.  May I inquire if we, the House of Ephraim, have the time to reverse our 
perversions and restore Your Rule?" 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Living Testimony of all the Anunnaki and Anusazi:  Were 
I to see true repentance I would gather the repentant under your wings and keep them from the 
many evils they have embraced.  But there is no repentance of any kind from those written in 
that Great Scroll of the Evil and the Damned; their supplications and declarations of reputed 
truth and righteousness are knowing lies and rehearsed ramblings of the deceived.  Lo!  They 
know not Me, and they despise you whom I have sent unto them .  Yea!  They despise all those 
with My Holy Mark in their foreheads who are Mine because of you whom I have sent.  Lo!  
Beloved Living Testimony, you are sore despised of all those written in the Great Scroll of the 
Evil and the Damned. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Beloved Living Son Who Brings The Light of God to Dark 
Places:  though the Horrors are within the Gates and even upon the doorsteps, and My Patience is 
accomplished, yet will I accept true repentance.  I will not change My Holy Law; I will not 
change My Righteous Decrees; I will not remove My Curses Upon the Unrighteous and the 
Damned!  My Hand is reached out still to all who will repent in Truth and in Righteousness.  To 
all others, even all those written in that Great Scroll of the Evil and the Damned:  My Hand is a 
closed Fist even as a hammer of the hardest and strongest iron (metal):  a greater fortress against 
them than their fortress of suppression against you. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Beloved Living Son of My Truth and My Holy Law:  how 
long would you that I should endure the Great Damnations:  of That Great Babylonian Harlot at 
Rome and Constantinople and all her Harlot Daughters?; the Sodomites of Mecca, Medina and 
Jerusalem?; that Clan of Great Abominations of Tel Aviv, Bern, London, Washington, Peking, 
Moscow, Tokyo, Berlin, Bruxelles, Paris, New Delhi, Damascus, Cairo, Brasilia, Lisbon, Ciudad 
de Mexico, Ottawa, Lima, Canberra, Jakarta, Singapore, Madrid, Manila, Pretoria, Cape Town, 
Bloemfontein? and all the harlots of Washington, New York, Philadelphia (PA), Chicago, New 
Orleans, Houston and Los Angeles?  Lo!  I ask not save that all should know and remember that 
I am against them all, these great gathering sewers, for I have not mentioned them in loving 
kindness but in unending fury. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Beloved Holy and Righteous Son of Abraham, Isaac and Israel 
(Jacob), there is fury in you.  Present before Me!"" 
 
 "Sire.  First, I am concerned that both governments of Joseph, United States and United 
Kingdom which includes Canada, Australia and New Zealand, are totally out of control of the 
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citizenry.  Every hour there is another atrocity in the name of some nonexistent or 
unConstitutional law against which the unarmed citizen is powerless:  both at the perpetration 
and before the courts. 
 "Second, all major news and information services are knowing accessories to and after 
the fact, liars that publish only what fools will not question, and denigrate all who will not accept 
their endless damned lies as anything other than endless dammed lies.  The most-certain 
evidence is the ever-expanding intrusion of government into every privacy and safety of the 
individual, enforcing total prohibition of the individual to defend themselves, their families, their 
properties and their possessions, especially against all governmental abuse and encroachment.  
Virtually every government agency has its own armed enforcement as if there were but two 
classes of citizens:  those on government payroll and incorrigible criminals who dare not refuse 
or comment against those on government payroll.  And this atrocity should be accounted only 
upon the heads of the perpetrators, the Black Robed Bastards on the Bench because they are a 
knowing accessories and the citizen who does not slay the perpetrators and their accessories until 
the atrocities stop. 
 "Third, law enforcement personnel make up violations at any whim and Black Robed 
Bastards on the bench enforce it as duly legislated by court precedent rather than defending the 
accused:  as is their first sworn duty; and striking down such abominations as unConstitutional 
with appropriate penalties upon both the prosecution and lying police!  Today, one is guilty 
simply because they are dragged into court.  Regardless of the circumstances and regardless of 
the charges.  Only the wholesale extermination of each and every member of the Masonic, 
Knights of Columbus, Catholic Masonic Knights of Mesopotamia Lodges and all the various 
Temples of Israel will put an end to this governmental Politicians, Bureaucrats, Manipulators, 
Police, Prosecutions, Courts, Prisons, Probation and Parole graft machines.  Even our Fourth 
Estate, the totally corrupted media, must be a part of the vision of blood upon the altars and in 
the streets:  for they are knowing accessories. 
 "The Citizen Victim must become a Citizen Restorer, applying as much, and often more, 
violence as they encounter against and regardless of the governmental, or other, authority.  The 
Citizen Restorer Team must absolutely guarantee sure and certain execution of governmental 
forces both at the time of any given incident and additional executions at the next incident of 
opportunity upon those responsible.  Citizen Restorer Teams must assist and avenge any and all 
other Citizen Restorer Teams; and guarantee sure and certain revenge when any other person is 
victimized.  Governmental atrocities must never be forgotten nor forgiven and the perpetrators 
must never be permitted to assume they are immune. 
 "The rule should be simple:  a false but nonviolent railroading should require execution 
of not less than one involved governmental personage; whoever is immediately available:  
arresting officers, prosecution personnel or any judge that does not impose judicial hell upon the 
officers and prosecution personnel involved.  Any false incident where government does any 
violence should require as many exterminations as rounds expended and civilians injured and 
arrested, even if released immediately.  Citizen Restorers can never forget, never forgive and 
never grant immunity. 
 "Knowing lying media cannot be excused nor exempted:  had they published the Truth 
this Age of Legislated Enslavement would not exist, let alone be an inescapable sewer over the 
entire planet!  The Citizen Restorer Team must be as cognizant of the presence of media as they 
are of governmental enemies:  and deal with them accordingly.  In any open engagement Citizen 
Restorers must document all they do, every incident, all of it from beginning to end; as many 
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copies from as many points of view as possible that are instantly copied to distant systems and 
broadcast as they happen:  rendering confiscation and destruction of such evidence impossible.  
Private networks using older and off-premises computers will be an absolute necessity. 
 "And without exception:  those ensconced in all Institutions of Higher Learning including 
local and so-called junior colleges to the greatest campuses and post-graduate education and 
research, from the President to the janitors:  shall be included among the damned to be removed.  
They are guilty beyond guilt, knowing the abominations they teach are deliberately false and 
intended ignorance, grand-sounding and held to the letter lest the programmed student fail.  They 
are as vile and as evil as demon priests blood-letting newborns for the satanic ceremonial meal.  
They have grand titles, superior income and near-infinite resources:  but they are morally and 
spiritually worse than drifting dung in the sewers.  These too are as putrid as Sodom and as sour 
as Gomorrah:  and they bask in it as evidenced by their knowing grins.  The Citizen Restorer 
must send them down to hell to abide permanent damnation with all the other vile and corrupt of 
this national cleansing. 
 "Alexander Solzhenitsyn's ponderings are in fact Truth irrevocable before You; otherwise 
I would not present it.  I hope there is yet time for the gutless, the programmed ignorant, the 
abject coward and the willing fool to reconsider the warnings of those much-denigrated 'tin foil 
hats' with respect to ZOG (Zionist Occupied Government):  because they have proven absolutely 
accurate:  and act accordingly.  Then the Citizen Restorer must act with as much violence as 
required to overwhelm the violence the ZOG shall certainly bring against them.  Only when the 
ZOG body-count is sure and certain, and exceeds the expected expendables, will these atrocities 
of our current out-of-control governments stop.  And not before.  Then the Citizen Restorers 
must take control of all Grand Jury proceedings and re-establish Justice in the land; the body-
count of current politicians, bureaucrats, educators, manipulators, media, police, prosecutors and 
judges be what it must lest all freedom vanish." 
 
 ""Beloved Avenger:  Time is not sufficient because there is neither true repentance nor 
consideration of all the viles, all the corruptions, all the knowing evils and all the deliberate 
damnations of all those written in that Great Scroll of the Evil and the Damned.  Neither is their 
sufficient of those in search of this TRUTH to justify any delay of the Days of My Wrath even 
unto the days when I shall shake terribly the whole earth!"" 
 
 "Sire.  Because Lucifer and all his minions are bent on total destruction of anything and 
everything they cannot control down to shoe dust, I have decided:  as for earth and all those who 
will not reject their many programmed stupidities, they deserve hell and I am just the person to 
give it to them.  That Your True and Righteous Servants hold Your-Given Constitution of the 
United States of America and the Bill of Rights as sacred and holy documents, I intend to restore 
them by whatever means prove necessary.  The Declaration of Independence that separated 
Ephraim from Manasseh without destroying their mutual Tribe of Joseph, cannot be surpassed in 
any of the annals of man; therefore I intend to have its contents preserved without exception that 
the generations who follow will know and understand the context of those other two holy 
documents. 
 "Every freedom and every liberty of mankind has always been bought with blood; the 
sacrifice of those brave enough to venture into Sanctuaries of the Damned and blow them and 
their thrones of power down to hell from where they came and where they belong.  Knowing this 
I present before You that the Altar of Freedom is as sacred as the Righteous Blood that will be 
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burned upon it:  for that Righteous Blood is an Eternal Testimony against all tyranny, injustice 
and the perpetrators thereof. 
 "That we, the Children of Ephraim, have fallen away from our heritage and the wiser 
ways of our fathers does not exempt us from the sins of those fathers.  It is upon this Generation 
of Fire to lead the remnants to True Repentance that they be restored to You and Your Holy 
Law.  We cannot avoid, dismiss or delay either our True Repentance nor the Holy Sacrifice of 
Blood that alone will suffice to cleanse the halls of government that they again be acceptable 
upon Your Own Holy Altar.  For it is not blood, but cleanliness, that You accept. 
 "I do not ask for time.  We've squandered the time given with abominations, desecrations, 
degeneracy, mongrelism, harlotry, blasphemy, lies, thievery, wholesale murder, child abuse, 
depravity, mockery, idiocy, stupidity, intrigues and injustice without limitations.  We neither 
deserve nor would we use time to repent wisely; but rather would squander it as we have 
everything else of a True and Righteous nature.  As for time, I would that the Days of Your 
Wrath come quickly and without consideration of any mercy whatsoever. 
 "While I yet live, I propose the burdens of the War of Restoration be declared in the 
hearts and minds of your True Servants within this land and implemented by those Citizen 
Restorers who can and will clean the offices of government and all filth bureaucracies, whether 
governmental, educational, public or private.  First, from all the manipulators who actually 
control those in high office down to the temporary mail-sorters and janitors; Second, all duly 
electeds even if by voter fraud, from the highest offices of administration, all houses of congress 
and legislatures, and all courts from the Black Robed Bastards who currently contaminate their 
respective benches to the newest enforcement authorities without exception; and Third, all those 
who dare stand with the Synagogues of the Damned in any manner except the appearance of 
loyalty for the sake of the War of Restoration, being a well-placed spy in the enemy camp. 
 "If it please, I suggest Citizen Restorers gather themselves in very select groups of two, 
three to five very carefully chosen to avoid infiltrators, pusswillies, gutless and deludeds; and 
organize themselves in such manner as to support each other and any additional groups that may 
need immediate assistance.  When any neighbor gets targeted by any governmental authority, 
those Citizen Restorers use all manner of recording equipment already programmed to transmit 
to systems at distant locations for initial documentation; and the select among them take up their 
arms to apply as much violence against the government perpetrators as possible.  They will have 
to prepare long in advance to perform as clandestinely as possible especially when firing on 
government agents.  Some Citizen Restorer units must be assigned to inflict on governmental 
support units even at the risk of turning any such governmental Gerstapa-attempt into a running 
neighborhood engagement.  The Citizen Restorer's best practice is to strike out of nothing and 
vanish without a trace. 
 "My caution to each and every Citizen Restorer:  never discuss even a word concerning 
any gathering nor any strike, whether successful or not, with anyone at any time for any reason 
except those of your respective Strike Team and that only in the most private and secret while 
planning:  never afterward.  Motor vehicles since 2005 AD, digital telephones even when turned 
off, and home/employment computers are monitored and tracked all the time:  but a shut-mouth 
and a silent keyboard are infallible.  Keep your peace until time appropriate, then and only then 
in the most private and secret with only those of the respective strike should anything be 
discussed, refined or perfected. 
 "The defending Citizen Restorer must be rehearsed, prepared and trained enough as to 
have a place from which to inflict execution without giving away their position, or expending 
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multiple – as in automatic – rounds that cannot be hidden.  Then they must become as air in the 
breeze, invisible, unsung, patient:  for the next target still breathes. 
 "It is common knowledge that such governmental forces are well armed and heavily 
armored, thus the Citizen Restorers will have to be expert enough to inflict only head-shots.  A 
head-shot might not penetrate the helmet or head-armor but it will break the neck of the target at 
least.  Face visors are not bullet proof, but direct-face shots are not going to be frequent. 
 "Armored vehicles, even main battle tanks, are not totally invulnerable.  It takes a good 
shot, but a round down any barrel will render that weapon totally useless; a round that properly 
hits anything less than a cannon barrel, exterior weaponry, will also render it useless.  Exposed 
or accessible fuel containers and tanks are worth the effort.  Shooting at armor plate or tires is a 
waste of ammunition, and only a fool would do it. 
 "It is sure and certain that when Citizen Restorers inflict destruction as necessary upon 
those in governmental authority or in governmental office there will be instant and merciless 
reaction by those targeted.  Citizen Restorers must plan, target and select carefully and inflict 
only when all provisions are intact; misplacement of any detail – added-to or subtracted-from, 
foreseen or unexpected – then and there requiring instant stand down without making any 
recognition.  There will be another day, another opportunity, another target. 
 "Citizen Restorers should first prepare to defend themselves and their immediate 
neighborhoods, primarily against all levels of government.  Their respective choices for 
membership in three-to-five person units will be the hardest and most time-consuming as open 
discussion with even one jerk will devastate the attempt.  Consideration of known better-than-
thous and holier-than-thous should be eliminated at the outset.  They are easily identified by their 
conduct and attitude.  Anyone who is either afraid of guns or programmed that government is all-
powerful and always honest, proper and correct are also part and parcel of that pusswilly parade:  
and must be avoided and excluded without exception.  Those erroneously dubbed 'tin-foil-hats' 
are easily accessible and valuable sources of information but are not to be trusted as Citizen 
Restorer Team members.  And like the Mafioso, anyone on any government payroll are to be 
used, but never included and never trusted. 
 "It shall be the duty of Citizen Restorer Teams to train and organize themselves, 
participate in practice drills where they move as a group in support of each other without 
appearing to be anything of an organization or attracting any unwanted attention, until they 
appear as normal and unobtrusive as street lights, traffic signs and sidewalks.  During these drills 
they must take note of traffic patterns, pedestrians and location of traffic lights, signs and bottle 
necks.  Learning to use less-traveled neighborhood ways without attracting attention to 
themselves is critical.  Such information must be memorized – never written or recorded - and 
the routes rehearsed prior to any strike whether day or night. 
 "Upon completion and familiarity with a given target, it shall be the duty of Citizen 
Restorer Teams to determine the optimum time and place to strike that target whether it be an 
onsite execution, or a capture and trial prior to hanging procedure.  Expediency must always be a 
prime consideration balanced against the intended or required outcome.  Public executions will 
always give the current communist media the public advantage of 'this criminal,' 'terrorist,' and 
'attempted overthrow,' et cetera, lies without one word as to the justification. 
 "From Your Very Throne this truth goes forth:  "when government investigates 
government, government is always innocent, right and just regardless of the atrocity!" I have 
spoken it in Your Great Presence and I will not repent nor retract one letter. 
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 "So will it be with each and every targeted execution.  Violent public executions will still 
send the unalterable message to those who remain; and they will not spare to retaliate upon any 
victim, innocent or otherwise.  They have ages of practice, facilities, resources and personnel and 
are determined to rule with or without consent of the populace.  And those same government 
agencies and personnel will prevent any and all truth from publication until they have 
remanufactured all relevant evidence and edited their already prepared scripts to the current 
episode. 
 "However, capture and hanging procedures require more planning, specifically as to 
where to hang the executed target that the display be observed by the maximum number of 
citizens:  bridges, high traffic light posts, et cetera, with great care as to not be identified by 
surveillance cameras and systems.  Locating such systems and taking them out as silently as 
possible, then moving as expediently as previous training has indicated and been approved, will 
also send a message of hope to those who fully recognize the damnations of government and are 
unable to do much, if anything, about it. 
 "Were I to suggest initial targets to any Citizen Restorer Team, it would be corrupt 
police, prosecutors who help them railroad, and the Black Robed Bastards on the bench that 
ultimately seal the atrocities upon the victims.  Execute a corrupt police officer and the Gerstapa 
elements will be out in force; execute a corrupt prosecutor and the 'senseless' oratory will fill 
many pages and hours of broadcast; execute a corrupt Black Robed Bastard on the bench and the 
halls and temples of the lodges will be filled to overflowing with those who know they are on 
that same list if not the very next!  Evidence of effectiveness will be when Black Robed Bastards 
begin throwing lying police and prosecutors in jail; along with corrupt elected officials, 
bureaucrats and manipulators:  and with maximum sentences.  Anything less is mere 
showcasing. 
 "Once organized into three-to-five people units of known trust and dependability, they 
can begin by direct disobedience of any and all unConstitutional and antiConstitutional laws, 
statues, regulations and required procedures:  and violent defense of themselves as deemed 
necessary against any and all official-or-other perpetrators or enforcers regardless of reputed 
authority.  I would not that they should violate any Holy Law in that defense, but I will not 
guarantee it.  I do ask Your Pardon in advance, for violation of Holy Law is not the intent:  
restoration of Righteous Law is the total objective. 
 "I must compose a Sacred and Eternal Oath for all inducted members of all Citizen 
Restorer Teams; and I request You witness and Judge each according to their respective service.  
I would that You, Yourself, accompany each review, each gathering, each rehearsal and drill, 
each practice, each selection of target, each execution, each display and each escape.  I would 
that every Citizen Restorer who honestly and properly fulfills their duty in this War of 
Restoration be accorded all mercy and pardon in Your Great Judgments.  If it please You, I will 
personally petition Righteous Abel. 
 "The whole of the House of Joseph has sinned greatly and has not repented.  The Tribes 
of Ephraim and Manasseh have become putrid to the very essence of our being.  And we are 
totally without excuse.  We are morally bereft harlots, demons of injustice where wholesale 
murder of the innocents and helpless is but a temporary inconvenience.  There are but few of us 
worthy of their breath, and fewer of those gathered together in Truth and Righteousness. 
 "Though I am the Supreme Living Judge of This Generation of Fire, I never supposed I 
would see such degeneracy among my own people.  But I am of testimony that both Ephraim and 
Manasseh are no less morally bereft than those of the darkest tribes who must lay with their own 
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mothers, sisters, daughters, aunts and cousins, except those of the darkest tribes are not such liars 
as the masses of Ephraim and Manasseh.  And I am of testimony the only restoration of the 
whole of the House of Joseph to be worthy heirs according to The Promise of Your Servant 
Abraham is of blood sacrifice of the unholy and the damned among us. 
 "Citizen Restorers will cease their executions when government perpetrators cease their 
atrocities against the populace, and not until. 
 "Sire, that all those of Your True and Righteous hold the Declaration of Independence, 
the Constitution of the United States of America beginning with the Bill of Rights as Sacred and 
Holy Documents is without question.  Those Holy Documents are brighter than the sun of a clear 
day.  The Federalist Papers give us insight into the minds of the men who created these Holy 
Documents and passed them into law.  I present, Sire, where do you stand with respect to these 
Holy Documents? 
 "Sire, if I am of any error, correct me and spare all others under my hand, for I and I 
alone am responsible." 
 
 ""Beloved Son of Fire, My Holy and Righteous Avenger in the Earth, My Own Anointed 
Supreme Lord of all High Lords, My Most Obedient One in all Israel and of all the Sons of 
Abraham:  I, and I alone, presented the necessity and the construction of those Holy Documents:  
presenting those who sought Me in pure heart the Vision of the Ages that man should be both 
liable and responsible for himself unto all his generations.  These were all honorable men, even if 
fallible and imperfect, and were True to their word; before the knowing desecration of the 
Lodges already in progress.  At their pens and the agonies of their souls I am the Supreme 
Author of those Holy Documents and naught therein prohibits absolute obedience to My Holy 
Law! 
 ""Beloved Son of Fire, True and Righteous Judge before Me:  you are neither in error nor 
insufficient to Your Holy Office. 
 ""Beloved Son of Fire, Beloved Son of Fire, be comforted and know:  I hold Sacred, True 
and Righteous all those whose blood is burned upon the Altar of Freedom; and permit not any of 
Luciferian association to approach.  Righteous Abel condemns them not.  Lo!  I would that all of 
Truth and Honor should consider first the Altar of Freedom and abandon all the knowing 
abominations, damnations and desecrations of That Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and 
Constantinople; Demons of Mecca, Medina and Jerusalem; and all the harlots of Washington 
whose lies reach even unto the Highest Reaches of My Heavens. 
 ""Beloved Son of Fire, Beloved Son of Fire, be comforted and know:  against all the True 
and Righteous have endeavored, the Administration, the Legislative and the Judicial Branches 
are but infested Marx, infected Marx and adjudicated Marx:  devoid of any Truth before Me and 
devoid of any value unto the people.  Know the Altar of Freedom is polluted with the 
Administration, the Legislative and the Judicial Branches of infested Marx, infected Marx and 
adjudicated Marx; and I will never pardon nor forgive the knowing atrocities thereof. 
 ""Beloved Son of Fire, Beloved Avenger in all My Heavens and in all My Earths:  did I 
not say all these things when I separated Ephraim of Joseph of Israel from Manasseh of Joseph 
of Israel?  Did I not declare it to prudent and courageous minds in that day?  Yea!  And your 
concerns before Me are because of deliberate and knowing disobedience of those that should 
have been publically put to death for their abominations and their treasons against all that was 
and is Holy unto the people.  Thus: 
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 ""Beloved Son of Fire, Beloved Judge of My World, My True and Righteous Living 
Witness upon whom I have Named My Own Name:  I have heard all you have spoken before 
Me; and your judgment is true:  there shall be neither restoration nor justice nor truth anywhere 
in the whole of habitation lest the oppressed wreak wholesale destruction upon the oppressors.  
"Citizen Restorers" you have named them in Israel, in Joseph, Ephraim and Manasseh, and thus 
they are; but many oppressed upon the many lands have never known any freedom except to 
obey or die in their disobedience.  Of those who disobey and destroy the oppressors, even in their 
own blood, I shall honor them as Citizen Restorers.  Behold!  Unrestrained wholesale slaughter 
of the oppressors is neither justice nor honor!  And how shall the meek determine who is an 
oppressor worthy of blood and death?  Lo!  I set before you: 
 ""Any mind may ponder Me and all My Greatness; and observe My Holy Law in their 
understanding.  For My Holy Law is clear and does not require immense intellect, only simple 
prudence.  Lo!  I have not said this to infer that as the lawyers, liars, vile and corrupt claim:  that 
I have established weightier matters in My Holy Law that the simple be incognizant thereof.  
Only fools follow those who should be put to death for their knowing distortions. 
 ""Any mind may speak without restriction even as it ponders within itself.  For if one of 
simple mind shall observe a liar and say it of him, the liar is no less a liar.  And to set forth 
(publish) is a requirement of ponder, and the exchange and the consideration thereof.  For it is of 
exchange and consideration that Truth is established.  Thus shall a peaceful gathering of two 
unto a great multitude about their own interests be a foundation of all other considerations.  And 
thus shall all minds exchange and consider their own interests and remove all restrictions that are 
of evil:  that Justice be upon the whole of the people throughout the whole of the land; and all 
authority be the servant of the whole of the people and not a select thereof that even the simple 
may know Truth and Justice that My Wrath be not found anywhere among you.  Only fools 
follow those who should be put to death for their knowing distortions. 
 ""Because there is evil does not permit any to commit evil.  Sure and certain immediate 
destruction of evil and those of evil keeps both at a great distance.  As a people shall have need 
of immediacy of common force, so shall even the simple have need of immediate personal force!  
Lawyers, liars, vile and corrupt cannot be kept from their horrors save by their own blood in 
immediate consequence.  Is not a rod in a simple hand a deterrent to even the wise and prudent?  
Yea!  And also to the lawyers, liars, vile and corrupt and all those in authority.  Shall one who 
affords only a sharpened stick have less consideration than one who possesses fine armament and 
great capability?  Only the lawyers, liars, vile and corrupt and all those in authority will claim 
such:  to enslave the masses; for they know an armed society is a polite and peaceful society 
where darkness brings no fear, women walk in safety, children are not harmed and livestock is 
not abused.  As you have said as I have said:  "Step one:  gun control; Step two:  slavery!?" Only 
fools follow those who should be put to death for their knowing distortions. 
 ""For these are the Great Foundations of Truth, Justice, Knowledge and Wisdom that 
bring peace, prosperity, good health and satisfaction of life to the whole of the world.  Only fools 
follow those who should be put to death for their knowing distortions. 
 ""And in times when the lawyers, liars, vile and corrupt have brought violence or 
pestilence upon the land; none, not even the simple nor the widow nor the solitary shall be 
subject to intrusion by those gathered to abolish the violence or remove the pestilence and restore 
peace, prosperity, good health and satisfaction of life to the whole of the land.  Yea!  Such times 
of violence and pestilence shall consume the land and the people only when the people have 
spared the lawyers, liars, vile and corrupt who will have set a weakness upon the land and evil 
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see clear advantage.  Though the whole of the land be embunkered and the whole of the people 
be called to arms:  when peace is restored all that was of the people shall be restored unto them 
that their generations have price and possession before Me.  And that which shall have been 
required of the owner and the servant of the days of violence or pestilence shall be restored unto 
them of those liable but without usury.  Only fools follow those who should be put to death for 
their knowing distortions. 
 ""Concerning one's self, be they simple or of great recognition:  are not they secure unto 
themselves?; is not that which is rightly their own property secure in their possession?  That 
lawyers, liars, vile and corrupt portray that they have full authority thereof:  remember only that 
they are lawyers, liars, vile and corrupt of which naught of Truth, right, righteousness or justice 
shall be unto any save themselves.  Are not one's self and their own possessions their property 
whether of inheritance or their own honest labours?  And whence then comes the lawyers, liars, 
vile and corrupt saying and enforcing encroachment, imposition and thievery thereof that only 
they, lawyers, liars, vile and corrupt, have authority of or over a person and one's rightful 
property?  Lo!  Such encroachment, imposition and thievery are abominations that once 
precedented can only be removed by huge quantities of blood and rotting corpses; and that not 
limited to the lawyers, liars, vile and corrupt but also of their victims.  Therefore, permit not:  if 
there be a crime or any dispute:  permit a council of otherwise uninvolved common men none of 
whom may be lawyers or accountants to make determination thereof; that until Truth is 
established and justice decreed:  none shall be held against their will nor deprived of that they 
possess.  And the accused shall have right of violence against violence upon lawyers, liars, vile 
and corrupt until guilt is openly established of a council of otherwise uninvolved common men 
none of whom may be lawyers or accountants who are not professionals of confirmed authority.  
And that which should be seized, lest it be secreted from examination, must be specified by 
warrant and not a general or open taking of possession thereof; and held by those of openly 
established council of otherwise uninvolved common men none of whom may be lawyers or 
accountants:  that it may be examined by any citizen of the realm and all about it be established 
and published in Truth that justice be done.  And blood shall be justified upon any who shall 
attempt violation hereof lest lawyers, liars, vile and corrupt violate the whole of Truth and 
justice.  And naught shall be seized for the public good from any, except upon due consideration 
of an openly established council of otherwise uninvolved common men none of whom may be 
lawyers or accountants and due and just compensation therefor.  Only fools follow those who 
should be put to death for their knowing distortions. 
 ""And of accusations:  I decree blood unto death upon any who shall knowingly falsely 
accuse:  blood unto death upon the accuser and all their fellows a party thereto; for of false 
accusation there is neither excuse nor justification whether the accusation be null or of great 
consequence.  Yea!  Even blood and death upon the lawyers, liars, vile and corrupt who shall 
accuse and not prove before an openly established council of otherwise uninvolved common men 
none of whom may be lawyers or accountants.  Yea!  Even blood and death upon the lawyers, 
liars, vile and corrupt who shall prosecute and not prove of openly established council of 
otherwise uninvolved common men none of whom may be lawyers or accountants.  Lo!  A false 
rumor is a false accusation in the Sight of Truth, even if by question.  Shall all be silenced lest an 
offense be committed?  Nay!  Questions of consequence are the foundation of Truth and must be 
kept open to be examined by all; and not in frivolousness; for frivolousness concerning serious 
matters is the death of Truth, right, righteousness or justice.  And how shall one be charged of 
any crime or any offense?  By the presentation of Truth before an openly established council of 
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otherwise uninvolved common men none of whom may be lawyers or accountants and knowing 
the full penalty of deliberate falsity of such presentation!  And none shall be required to testify 
against themselves nor shall any confession of guilt be held as Truth or evidence save before an 
openly established council of otherwise uninvolved common men none of whom may be lawyers 
or accountants.  Any affidavit presented shall be true and confirmed; and any affidavit of any 
falsehood shall be justification of blood and death upon all those presenting such affidavit:  and 
that blood immediate upon absolute proof of falsehood.  And there shall be nothing, including 
affidavits and witnesses of testimony, presented against a person that such person and their own 
chosen council shall not have examined in good time to prepare a sound defense; for of such 
immediate accusations are prisons full and the corruption thereof is rampant unto lawyers, liars, 
vile and corrupt.  Only fools follow those who should be put to death for their knowing 
distortions. 
 ""If any shall be accused, it shall be the burden of the accuser to fund any defense until 
the accusations be proven by a council of otherwise uninvolved common men none of whom 
may be lawyers or accountants, whereupon the convicted shall assume any and all debt expended 
by both accuser and his own defense.  And the accused may, within not more than one full year, 
establish the time and place of any presentation against them within the district whereof the 
offense shall claim to have been committed; to select unto a council of otherwise uninvolved 
common men none of whom may be lawyers or accountants of the district whereof the offense 
shall claim to have been committed; and all such accusations shall be confirmed and attested of a 
first council of otherwise uninvolved common men none of whom may be lawyers or 
accountants of the district whereof the offense shall claim to have been committed, none of 
whom may be among the council of otherwise uninvolved common men none of whom may be 
lawyers or accountants who shall judge the innocence or guilt thereof.  Lo!  There shall be not a 
council of otherwise uninvolved common men none of whom may be lawyers or accountants 
trial but a trial by council of otherwise uninvolved common men none of whom may be lawyers 
or accountants:  that selected officers presiding cannot inflict of their own presumption; nor shall 
selected officers prevent any among the council of otherwise uninvolved common men none of 
whom may be lawyers or accountants from a full examination of all persons, affidavits, 
evidences and testimonies.  Lo!  There shall not be discussion in privacy, secrecy or confinement 
of either law or procedure of any trial:  for what of Truth and Law should not be under constant 
observation?; but all shall be discussed in open hearing of the council of otherwise uninvolved 
common men none of whom may be lawyers or accountants that the accused may protest that 
which is unjust.   Lo!  There shall be nothing save the law of any trial or finding that shall be 
considered in any other trial; for such interpretation of lawyers, liars, vile and corrupt are as 
chains in the hands of the ruthless, merciless enslaver, and serves no other purpose.  Only fools 
follow those who should be put to death for their knowing distortions. 
 ""If there be disagreement sufficient to be heard by a council of otherwise uninvolved 
common men none of whom may be lawyers or accountants, the value thereof shall not be less 
than the value of two thousand of the least coins of the realm.  And once heard by a council of 
otherwise uninvolved common men none of whom may be lawyers or accountants, there shall be 
no other review save one of those of the council of otherwise uninvolved common men none of 
whom may be lawyers or accountants consent a higher review may deem a different or more 
refined decision.  All other such disagreements shall be heard before a council of otherwise 
uninvolved common men none of whom may be lawyers or accountants chosen by those of the 
disagreement; and that council of otherwise uninvolved common men none of whom may be 
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lawyers or accountants decision shall be final.  Only fools follow those who should be put to 
death for their knowing distortions. 
 ""Violence must be met with violence; and the citizen shall reign supreme.  Government 
shall abide the citizen, the citizen shall not be required to abide government:  and the witness of 
the citizens shall stand inviolate against any presumption of government. 
 ""There shall be neither excessive bond, nor excessive monetary penalty, nor inhumane 
punishments even for the most hardened criminal:  save hanging by the neck until deceased and 
save military personnel convicted of such to warrant death may be permitted to fall upon a sword 
or be executed by the most rapid military means of execution available: 
 ""None shall be put to death without due process of three hearings before the highest 
council of otherwise uninvolved common men none of whom may be lawyers or accountants; the 
first being in and of the district of jurisdiction of the crime; the second being in and of the next 
highest governmental jurisdiction of the crime; and the third by the highest governmental 
jurisdiction of the crime:  all of whom must agree as to the validity of each and every piece and 
point of evidence against the accused.  All such executions shall be public and in a common 
place prepared for a swift accomplishment open to all who shall wish to witness.  Those 
incarcerated, under due security, may upon choice by a council of otherwise uninvolved common 
men none of whom may be lawyers or accountants be required to be present and to view. 
 ""None shall be incarcerated without due process of three hearings before the highest 
council of otherwise uninvolved common men none of whom may be lawyers or accountants; the 
first being in and of the district of jurisdiction of the crime; the second being in and of the next 
highest governmental jurisdiction of the crime; and the third by the highest governmental 
jurisdiction of the crime:  all of whom must agree as to the validity of each and every piece and 
point of evidence against the accused.  The term and duration of such incarceration shall be 
determined by the first council of otherwise uninvolved common men none of whom may be 
lawyers or accountants, and may be reduced by any higher council of otherwise uninvolved 
common men none of whom may be lawyers or accountants but may not be increased or 
extended.  Those incarcerated, under due security, shall be subject to hard labor toward any 
public requirement; and when so employed shall be served a ration and a half ration of the same 
ration served to standing military that same day not more than four hours apart and shall be 
served unlimited water that shall contain common salt of the same ration served to standing 
military; and shall not be required to labour longer in continuity than any freeman, that shall 
include those enforcing security, laboring at the same public requirement.  Only fools follow 
those who should be put to death for their knowing distortions. 
 ""All established laws, statutes, regulations, privileges and restrictions whatsoever and all 
rights and privileges whatsoever accorded shall apply to all citizens without exception and 
without deviation.  Therefore, upon completion of any imposed penalty or release from custody 
for any crime whatsoever, all rights whatsoever shall then and there be restored without 
exception.  There shall be neither oversight nor imposed restriction upon any that shall have 
completed imposed penalties or any released for any legitimate reason from custody; and there 
shall be neither record kept nor reaccountability imposed:  opinions and preferences of lawyers, 
liars, vile and corrupt notwithstanding.  Only fools follow those who should be put to death for 
their knowing distortions. 
 ""All established laws, statutes, regulations, privileges and restrictions whatsoever and all 
rights and privileges whatsoever accorded shall be subject to each district authority by open and 
common vote of the citizens thereof and no higher authority may impose any condition not 
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approved by the citizens:  opinions and preferences of lawyers, liars, vile and corrupt 
notwithstanding.  Only fools follow those who should be put to death for their knowing 
distortions. 
 ""There shall be none holding degrees or education as lawyers, accountants, religion or 
political science elected or appointed to any government office; and employment thereof by any 
government authority shall be restricted to the immediate incident or purpose that may not 
continue beyond immediate resolution thereof which may not exceed the duration of more than 
one full year. 
 ""There shall be no law, authority or other embindment by any level of government that 
shall deprive, reduce or alter any given hereof at any time for any cause or reason, any and all 
rights, privileges, liberties and freedoms not specified hereof shall be vested in the citizens 
without restraint and without exception:  opinions and preferences of lawyers, liars, vile and 
corrupt notwithstanding.  Only fools follow those who should be put to death for their knowing 
distortions. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of fire, this I gave to the Fathers of Ephraim of Joseph of Israel, and 
because of lawyers, liars, vile and corrupt it is become an abomination and moral sewer.  Lo!  
All I have given shall not be restored save by blood; and the lawyers, liars, vile and corrupt will 
spare not that the blood be not theirs. 
 ""The Anunaki repented that they made man, and destroyed all but those with My Holy 
Appointment upon them (Utnapishtim - Noah) and those few under his hand; but I have not 
repented that the Anusazi came to be nor that Umasha (OOH MASH AH:  Adam's/Ish's actual 
name) came, and became one unto Me.  Nor will I repent that of Umasha and Umashi (Eve/Isha) 
set for seed that you should walk before Me.  No, I do not repent.  For I am One of Life for all 
life is dear, and dear as Truth before Me. 
 ""Therefore, Beloved Son of Fire:  spare not before Me!  For I am angered at all upon the 
earth save those of My Holy Mark and the soil thereof (wildlife, organic or flesh).  Know that of 
all those of the seed of Anusazi are betrayed of the Anunnaki and all those of Lucifer; and know 
that I will destroy them to their very last particle and remove them from before My Face forever!  
Know also that in the Days of My Wrath there shall be no more the Canaanite, Cushite, Khazar, 
Ashkenazi, Anunnaki soulless (נשמה חסר breed Nefilim), ExtraTerrestrial (מרחק מרחק which 
includes all insectoid Grays) upon the earth nor in the skies (which are not the Planes of 
Heaven), nor in the moons, nor anywhere before the Sun!  And I shall burn them with the same 
fires they have kindled against My Few Anusazi:  even My Beloved Sons of Isaac who have 
strayed from Me; and I shall spare them not.  Neither shall I spare any who shall bow down to 
them or serve them in any manner, be they high or low, for they have ignored you and desecrated 
everything of Me.  Are they not all a grand conspiracy before Me? thinking I know not? being a 
smirking clique? 
 ""Therefore, Beloved Son of Fire:  I declare unto each and every innate even unto the live 
and knowing, that I am the First, the Beginning, and all that exists is of Me, and Myself alone; 
and unto the reaches of the Sun:  you rule in My Stead and My Authority!  I have examined your 
judgments, and I have found them True and Righteous.  I have examined your considerations, 
and I have found them Honorable.  I have examined your decisions, and found them Sound and 
of good cause, reason and intent.  And therefore I am without error that you, and you alone, are 
My Authority above all other Authority in the whole of the earth unto the farthest reaches of the 
Sun.  Yea!  The Anunnaki and ExtraTerrestrials; That Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and 
Constantinople; Demons of Mecca, Medina and Jerusalem; Vile and Corrupt of Tel Aviv, Bern, 
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London, Washington, Peking, Moscow, Tokyo, Berlin, Bruxelles, Paris, New Delhi, Damascus, 
Cairo, Brasilia, Lisbon, Ciudad de Mexico, Ottawa, Lima, Canberra, Jakarta, Singapore, Madrid, 
Manila, Pretoria, Cape Town, Bloemfontein and all the harlots of Washington, New York, 
Philadelphia (PA), Chicago, New Orleans, Houston and Los Angeles despise you and all Truth 
above even Me:  and at your decision against them they are condemned, destroyed and 
adjudicated from which none in the whole of creation can remove them nor mollify your 
judgment against them. 
 ""Howl, Lucifer!  Rage demons!  Scream Anunnaki!  Screech all you damned!  For the 
Voice of My Son of Fire has spoken against you:  and his determination has prevailed!  And all 
the True and Righteous rejoice:  for My Own Son of Fire has slain and cast into the depths all 
who have offended Me! 
 ""Israel, Israel?  Why have you forsaken Me? 
 ""Beloved Son of Fire, Beloved Son of Fire:  know that I have heard you; know that all 
Israel is before you to be judged; know that all you have presented before Me I have heard and 
considered and your judgment is True and Righteous:  and there shall be no perpetual Days of 
Repentance because you have spoken Truth and Righteousness before Me.  This Day is the 
beginning of the Last Days of Repentance before the Horrors unto Shiloh.  Many shall call upon 
Me and I shall not hear them.  Those who call upon me in your service I will consider; but none 
else in all of Israel, none else in all Israel.  Yea!  I will hear the call of the heathen and turn a deaf 
ear to all of Israel who serve not at your feet.  For in Israel are My People seeded and not of any 
other:  but My Seed has forsaken Me and despised you even as they despise My Holy Law, 
therefore I have determined against My Own that I chastise them unto repentance.  My Wrath 
shall not cease against Israel nor any other not of Me until every knee is bowed and every tongue 
confesses that I am The Lord Most High and you are My True and Righteous Servant even as 
Immanuel and all those likened unto him in all the generations before him and all the generations 
unto you. 
 ""Hear Me, Israel!  Hear Me, Ishmael!  Hear Me, Gentiles!  Lo!  Hear Me, Anunnaki!  
Hear Me, ExtraTerrestrials!  Hear Me, Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and Constantinople!  
Hear Me, Demons of Mecca, Medina and Jerusalem!  Hear Me, all you vile of Tel Aviv (Israel)!  
Hear Me, Chanters of Llasa (Tibet), your mumblings and racket are but din and clatter!  Hear 
Me, Varanasi (India), your filth of corpses and discarded ash is your Eternal Destiny!  Hear Me, 
Demons of the Deep!  I, Myself, have witnessed your abominations; My True Judges have sat in 
your gatherings and lain in your prisons and died at your hands:  and their Testimony of you is 
True and Righteous and their Testimony of you is against you! 
 ""Hear Me, Israel!  Hear Me, Ishmael!  Hear Me, Gentiles!  Hear Me, Anunnaki!  Hear 
Me, ExtraTerrestrials!  Hear Me, Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and Constantinople!  Hear 
Me, Demons of Mecca, Medina and Jerusalem!  Hear Me, all you vile of Tel Aviv (Israel)!  Hear 
Me, Chanters of Llasa (Tibet), your mumblings and racket are but din and clatter!  Hear Me, 
Varanasi (India), your filth of corpses and discarded ash is your Eternal Destiny!  Hear Me, 
Demons of the Deep!  Lo!  There is neither distance distant enough nor sanctuary anywhere for 
you that you escape My Wrath nor the deserved horror you have brought upon your own head.  
You have closed your eyes and your ears and your hand against Me and all of Mine; and My Son 
of Fire has judged you in perfect Truth and Righteousness and I have closed My Eye and My Ear 
and My Hand and My Heart and My Mercy against you:  and you shall not survive it either the 
Heavens above all the Earths nor in all the Earths, nor the Depths beneath all the Earths! 
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 ""Hear Me, Israel!  Hear Me, Ishmael!  Hear Me, Gentiles!  Hear Me, Anunnaki!  Hear 
Me, ExtraTerrestrials!  Hear Me, Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and Constantinople!  Hear 
Me, Demons of Mecca, Medina and Jerusalem!  Hear Me, all you vile of Tel Aviv (Israel)!  Hear 
Me, Chanters of Llasa (Tibet), your mumblings and racket are but din and clatter!  Hear Me, 
Varanasi (India), your filth of corpses and discarded ash is your Eternal Destiny!  Hear Me, 
Demons of the Deep!  Lo!  Out of the mouth of My Beloved Son of Fire have you been judged 
worthy only of death:  and sentenced into the bottomless Depths beneath all the Earths from 
which none else can rescue you:  and I will not!  I warned you to fear him who has both Power 
and Authority to slay and to cast into Hell and you heeded not; and he has judged against you 
and I will not counter his judgment nor alter his sentence upon you. 
 ""Hear Me, Israel!  Hear Me, Ishmael!  Hear Me, Gentiles!  Hear Me, Anunnaki!  Hear 
Me, ExtraTerrestrials!  Hear Me, Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and Constantinople!  Hear 
Me, Demons of Mecca, Medina and Jerusalem!  Hear Me, all you vile of Tel Aviv (Israel)!  Hear 
Me, Chanters of Llasa (Tibet), your mumblings and racket are but din and clatter!  Hear Me, 
Varanasi (India), your filth of corpses and discarded ash is your Eternal Destiny!  Hear Me, 
Demons of the Deep!  Rage and deceive while there are yet the gullible and the worthless.  Lie 
and display unto all the high that they suppose themselves to be secure under your hand.  Lie and 
display unto all the low that they remain ignorant of their impending desecration.  And your 
destruction shall come upon the high and the ignorant quickly when you desert them, gathering 
only those who are able unto themselves to serve you without knowledge nor courage to question 
or consider.  Yea, gather them into your secret chambers:  for then are your days fulfilled upon 
the earth and even the hours are numbered against you.  And you shall not survive the horrors 
you have instigated.  Yea!  You too shall die the death!  Yea!  And die it in great agony and long 
suffering!  Yea!  My Beloved Son of Fire has judged you, and spoken against you, and sentenced 
you to slow death and to hell everlasting!  There you shall remain and burn forever. 
 ""Beloved Son of Fire, Beloved Son of Fire, go now and prepare, for the demons are 
within the gates and the damned are even now upon the door step and in every crevice of every 
shelter.  Lo!  Though they sit in high places ruling over many millions, they are of the lowest of 
the damned and have no stature before Me of any good, Truth or Righteousness. 
 ""When the whole world has been cleaned, I shall restore it, and My People shall enjoy it 
unto everlasting.  Even that thousands years before Lucifer shall again be given his little season 
shall not long disrupt nor long deceive. 
 ""I have spoken it. 
 ""I will also bring it to pass. 
 ""I will not alter nor repent. 
 ""So shall My Decision remain forever."" 
 


